APOLLO LINK: BROADWAY’S PREMIERE VOCAL TRIO

Jake Odmark (@jakeodmark on Twitter and Instagram) went to college as a trumpet major
originally, eventually switching to voice/music theater which earned him a degree in voice. He
also plays piano. His parents are both instrumentalists, along with his three siblings (two sisters
and a twin brother) who are all still working in the music industry. Music has always been part of
his soul and to have an outlet like #ApolloLink to not only sing with but arrange for is a dream
come true! Jake is currently performing as Harry in the Broadway company of KINKY BOOTS!
Brandon Rubendall (@Brubendall on Twitter and Instagram) grew up as a dancer and a musical
theater nerd. Skipping college after high school, he decided to put himself out there and attempt
to make it on his own. Without any real professional training, shortly after graduation he was
able to break into the theater scene regionally. It was doing shows across the country where he
was able to get real life training to prepare him for what was to come. After his Broadway debut
in the Original Cast of SPIDER-MAN: TURN OFF THE DARK, Brandon went on to dance
behind artists like Beyonce, Jennifer Lopez, and Madonna to name a few. It wasn’t until after his
second Broadway show, ANYTHING GOES, closed that he realized singing was just as much of
a passion as dancing.
Adam Roberts (@adamant9 on Twitter and Instagram) was born into a musical family, his father
a singer/guitarist and grandfather in the Steel Guitar Hall of Fame, so it was inevitable that he’d
follow suit and pursue his dream of performing onstage for the masses. He began working
professionally at age 10 and went on to further his education, receiving his BFA in Musical
Theatre from Coastal Carolina University. After following his dreams of moving to NYC he made
his Broadway debut in SPIDER-MAN: TURN OFF THE DARK. Adam was recently seen as one
of the Players in PIPPIN on Broadway and is thrilled to be harmonizing with #ApolloLink in his
spare time.

